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HIS IS a book about primary care medicine and its
increasingimportance in solving me healm careproblems
of individuals and communities now and in me future.
Becauseprimary careis me capstoneof tWentieth-century
medicine,it is alsome foundationfor tWenty-first-century doctoring.
The restructUring of me American healm care system going on
now at a moughtlesslyrapid paceis pushingprimary careinto prominencein managedcare organizationsmroughout me country, wim
apparentlylittle understandingof what primary caremedicineshould
be. In me unsettled contemporary medical world, it is little noticed
that during its rise to prominence the idea of primary care has been
changingfrom largely an organizationalconcept-related to me hierarchy of servicesin medicalcare-to a sophisticatedgeneralism.The
pressurefor its new form comesfrom rising costs and current difficulties in health caredelivery and sub-specialtymedicine.The emergence of me new generalism is also propelled by me mismatch
betWeenme high-technology medicine at which we excel and me
healm careneedsof large groups of me population-for example,me
poor, chronically ill, aged,and disabled.A shortageof physiciansin
rural and oilier underservedareasis also an impetus for finding ways
of introducing more primary carephysiciansinto mesesettings.!
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The rapid change in the health care system that is bringing
primary caremedicine to the fore, mostly to reducecosts,alsoposes
threats to its development.At a time when money speaksso loudly,
primary care has come to be seenby many as a kind of medicine
with financial, social, and organizational advantages,with little
regard to it as a kind of medicine in its own right. It is inexpensive
comparedto high-technology specialistcare;it can be provided in a
physically accessiblefashion and can fit into the social structure of
the patient populations it serves;and it is administratively uncomplicated sinceit can be delivered in community settings(although less
so in some managed care environments). Some other common
defining characteristicsthat have been discussedare that primary
care physiciansare first-contact doctors, that they may act as gatekeepers-aiding the more rational use of resources-and that they
are not specialists or are not functioning as specialists. It is a
common and destructive error, becauseof theseobvious organizational advantages,to act as though the medicineitself is simple.
Primary care medicine is based on the centrality of the patient
rather than on an organ system or a disease,as is the case with
specialism.It is addressedto both the sick and the well. It understandsfunctional impairment and diseaseto be processesthat enter
into the patient'slife story, so that its interventions are chosenwith
the developmentof that story in mind. Becauseof this, it is as well
suited to prevention as to treatment, to children as to adults, and
especiallyto the care of the chronically ill, who make up the largest
number of the sick in our society.Primary caremedicine can best be
provided by generalistswho are specifically trained to meet the
broad, aswell asthe intellectually and technically exacting,demands
implied in the definition of the term. Theseare doctors who are able
to come to know the sick or well person and join this information
with their knowledge of medical science,disease,and technology in
the diagnostic,therapeutic,and preventiveprocesses.So,generalism
and generalist are terms that havecome into use,in part, to counter
the simplistic ideasoften associatedwith the term primary care.
Thus, the ideasthat underlie current understandingsof primary
care medicine have been evolving since the I920S, slowly in the
beginning but much more rapidly in the last thirty years. In this
period tWo other movements in medicine, as well as widespread
social change,have further defined what is asked of primary care
physicians. The family physician movement, gaining force in the
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1960s,decrying specialty medicine's concentration on the disease
rather than on the patient, sought to focus the doctor on the patient
in a specialway. In G. Gayle Stephen'swords in 1975:
Family physiciansknow their patients,know their patients' families,
know their practices,and know themselves.Their role in the health
careprocesspermitsthem to know thesethingsin a specialway denied
to aUthosewho do not fulfiU this role.The true foundationof family
medicinelies in the formalization~ transmissionof this knowledge.2

A second movement,increasingly visible in the I970s~became
another force that led to the care of a patient as a sick person within
a family and community matrix; it became known as the hospice
movement. Indeed, the term palliative care, which was adopted,
implied the failure of disease-orientedmedicine to cure the patient
or meet the needsof the patient and family. Palliative care is often
associatedwith symptom control, but hospicephysiciansknow that
symptom control is inadequatein the absenceof a much broader
understandingof dying patients.Suffering is an affliction of persons,
not bodies, and canoccur in relation to any aspectof a person:physical, psychological,social,or spiritual.3
The family physician and palliative care movementswere born
during a period in the United Statesmarked by a great expansionin
our understanding of the concept of person. The civil rights and
women's movements,the rise of bioethics, the embraceof difference
and diversity, and the consequentdisappearanceof the melting pot
metaphor all celebratedthe emergenceof an enriched concept of
person.For medicine,this meant not merely an individual or a bearer of rightS but: -Me, doctor, treat me, not just my lungsor liver.The family physician movement grew rapidly in the early years
after its official designationas a specialty in 1970 but then faltered,
itS growth slowing until its recent marked resurgence.Palliative care
continues to struggle to gain acceptancewithin mainstream medicine, although the number of hospicesin the United Statescontinues
to rise. During theseyears, despite the problem of acceptanceand
well before the contemporary managedcare explosion, the medical
literature reflected a progressivelyincreasinginterest in generalism.
In light of the attention given to the subject and its importance,
however, what has been written about primary care medicine is
disappointing becauseit is incomplete.The literature makesit clear
that primary carephysicians-generalistS-will no longer focus on a
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patient's physical disorder but will also be aware of psychosocial
factors in health and disease,and of their patient's and their own
place in the community. They will be responsivenot only to the
varied needsof individual patients but also to the other demandsof
the health care scene,from economic to environmental. They will
understand the importance of preventive medicine and their role in
helping their patientsand communities lead healthy lives. But several questionsremain: How will this new generation of primary care
physiciansaccomplishthesethings? What new kinds of knowledge
will have to be gained? Who will teach thesedoctors-in-training?
And what will actua~ day-to-day doctoring look like? One might
object that the family medicine literature now, and for years,has,for
example, emphasized the doctor-patient relationship, the whole
patient, communication skills, the context of the patient'sfamily and
community, and a biopsychosocialmodel of illness.4No one questions the soundnessof these ideas; the problem is that after a full
generation of prominence they simply have not thrived within a
disease-oriented,technology-driven medical establishment.For two
generations we have asked doctors to focus on the patient as a
person, yet, more often than not, we still see the patient's human
concerns swept away by the technological imperative. If primary
care is a better medicalpractice, why hasn't it won the field?
The failed medical programs of the 1960smuStbe kept in mind
for the lesson they teach. Virtually all the descriptive ideas and
terms currently used to envision the advantagesof primary carefor example,continuing, coordinating, comprehensive,treating the
whole person--characterized the medical programs funded as part
of President Lyndon Johnson'sWar on Poverty. Naturally enough,
as the money dried up, the programs and the medical care institutions that were part of them disappeared(with the exception of
today's community health centers,the grandchildren of the neighborhood health center). The ideas, unfortunately, also withered,
suffering from malnourishment. They did not catch on or become
institutionalized because,without medical knowledge and skills to
match the rhetoric, they were blown away by the fresh winds of
specialty medicine and burgeoning technology. During the same
period, many medical schools had social and behavioral science
programs that also generally failed to translate their teaching into
medical practice, and they too faded. If medical generalistsare illtrained to meet the expectations imposed on both physicians and
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the public regarding primary care medicine, primary care medicine
will fail.
There is little evidencethat the lessonsof this history havebeen
learned. Each new generation of educators attacking the problem
and trying to broadenthe approachof physiciansto include sick and
well persons,in all the dimensionsof the word person, confusesthe
fact that becausethey know the need to solve the problem, they
know what is neededto get things done--as if both are the same.
Caring is not enough.In eachnew era, somepersonstend to act asif
no one elseknows what has to be done, or as if others are not true
enoughto the ideals,or lack desireor will-as though what hasto be
taught are the principles of primary care. This book is based on a
very different supposition. Let us start by acknowledging that the
central idea of primary care--that the person is the subject and
object of medical care--is already widely known and accepted.
Suppose,further, that it is known and acceptedthat the social and
psychologicalelementsthat characterizethe lives of personshavean
impact on their illnesses.That students and physicians-in-training
know these things but are unable to put them in practice to the
extent that they win out over disease-orientedmedicine and our
ubiquitous technology. Granting the truth of these statements
changesthe educationalproblem.
The issuesare clarified by realizing that primary care medicine
stressesnot only the central placeoccupiedby the individual patient,
but equally the position of the individual doctor." The title of this
book, Doctoring, reflects the fact that in primary caremedicine it is
the being of the physician,not just doing, that counts. Physiciansare
not merely bearers of knowledge and skills, vitally important as
those are,but are themselvesthe instruments of care.This represents
a shift away from the idea that has occupied twentieth-century
medicine: that it is impersonal objective medical sciencethat knows
the diseaseand effects the treatment. It also representsa changein
the requirements of training. Much of what is requir~d to care for
sick personswe haveasked the art of medicine to do in generations
* Primary health care can be. and is being, delivered by nunes and physician assistants as well as by physicians.The need and the function create a framework in
which to put roles.There is no need to get tied up in conflicts of power and hierarchy. What needsto be stressedare that the same principles, the same knowledge
base.and the sameskills are required of all. It is the kind of medicine that counts,
not who doesit.
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past. Education in regard to medical scienceand technology has far
outpaced that of the art. The training of primary care physicians
mUSt recognize a distinction' between doctoring itself and the
medical scienceon which it is based.If primary care physiciansare
to fulfill their anticipated role, teaching the techniques and knowledge baseof doctoring as well as how to be a doctor should be as
explicit as teaching medical science.A true and sustained shift
toward the training of primary care physicians,therefore, will rely
on distinct changesat all levelsof medical education.The principles
are clear enough;there havebeen enoughclassesthat provide examples or even role models; what is needednow is knowledge-based
skills. For example,properly taught communication skills basedon
knowledgeof how the spoken languageworks and an understanding
of the nature of relationships will endure within physicians who
practice long after the knowledge of medical science learned in
medicalschoolhasbecomeobsolete.
One of the problems I am addressingin this book is the need to
train physicians so that their subjectivity can meet objectivity on
level ground. The newer focus of primary care physicians is the
enhancement,preservation,or restoration of physical,psychological,
and social functioning within the context of community. The relief
of suffering stands alongside the preservation of life. This focus
cannot be adopted merely by reorienting the training of doctors or
making them awareof patients' needs.The patient, as a sick or well
person, is in many ways a new object of interest. For this reason,
doctors require the methods of the naturalist-understanding,
observation,thought, and judgment-that will allow them to really
seepatientsaspersons,apart from the mechanismsof disease.We are
not speakingof diseaseand also of the patient, the dominant understanding of this century, but of the patientfirst and the diseaseand
pathophysiology through the patient. The kind of information that
doctors require in order to know patients in this manner is often
subjective-arising within the subject who is the patient or the
subject who is the doctor. The subjective becomes objective by
being thought about-it becomesan object of thought. The information is often a result of observationsand interpretation by the
patient that must, in turn, be disentangledby doctors. The patient,
after all, is the singular source of facts; only patients themselvescan
know what they experience.The information that physicians can
optimally obtain directly from their sensesresults from a medical
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empiricism whose method reachesback to Thomas Sydenhamand
John Locke.
The problem of designing educational systems to teach these
methods is complicated by the fact that the kind of knowledge by
which physicians know disease and the output of technology is
different from and often in conflict with the kind of knowledge by
which persons are known. Knowing the history of this conflict, as
well as how it is expressedin day-to-day medical practice (discussed
in Chapter 2.),is important to educatorsif studentsand physiciansin-training are not to be constantly subverted by the lure of "hard
data.»The sweetsong of technology itself requires understandingso
that physicians are actively trained to make it a tool rather than a
master. Considering the unparalleled growth of technology in the
last decadeand the manner in which it has come to dominate the
medical scene,it is clear that this is no simple matter. Chapter 3
addressesthis problem.
I may seemto be more attentive to graduatemedical education
than to the teachingof medicalstudents.This is not the case.What is
proposed as necessaryfor the modem generalistshould be part of
the training of all medical studentsand part of the skills of all physicians. It is common knowledge that curricular changein American
medical educationis a slow processsubject to powerful internal and
external political and economic forces.sThis seemsparticularly trUe
of the traditional medical schools of the Northeast, which may be
the last to get the idea. Since this is the milieu in which I live and
work, I had developeda certain cynicism about the possibilities for
change.Cynicism is generallyan ineducablestate,but in writing this
book I have discoveredthat many schools in the United Statesare
challengedby the need to teach the fundamentalsof primary care
and are moving in that direction.
A recent study of five schoolsdedicatedto the idealsof medicine
that underlie this book found that "The most striking institutional
characteristic-present in them all-is the strong presenceof an
explicitly stated mission, philosophy, or theoretical model that
embraces and advancesa more integrated approach to care and
forms the foundation for the curriculum.»6 Forging a new institutional philosophy that is widely embraced is difficult, but it is
happening.The managedcare explosion may provide further impetus for change.Graduateprimary careprograms, on the other hand,
control their own teaching, so that they do not have to wait for a
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change in their schools' curriculum. They are also smaller and
require fewer faculty. Successfulgraduateprograms can demonstrate
the effectivenessof the ideasand serveasa training ground for faculty, which will make it easierto changethe local climate of opinion
and movethe program into the medicalschool.
The fundamental knowledge base for primary care remains the
traditional preclinical scienceof medicine. It is the foundation from
which modem WeStern medicine derives its legitimacy. It is the
basicsourceof knowledge about natureasit is expressedin the body
in health and disease.All surgical and medical interventions in the
pathophysiologyand pathoanatomyof diseaseare founded on it. It is
about what Carl Rudebeckcalls the body-as-nature.7We must hope
that when we get our recent graduates,they know it well. There is
no substitute for clinical skill. It would be nice if they also knew
social science,but this is too often not the case.It would makeeasier
our task of teachingabout the body-as-self,againafter Rudebeck.
What primary care doctors require as part of their mandatory
training are additional kinds of knowledge and skills. They must be
taught the behavior of sick and well persons,advancedcommunication skills, the lessons about the evaluation of data from clinical
epidemiology, how to acquire information from disparate sources
and use it in making judgment and decisions,and a greater understanding of human function and disability. They must also learn to
maSter technology through explicit training, as well as learning
modem therapeutics.A thorough grounding in preventive medicine
is also necessary.These educational developments will provide
opportunities for exciting curricular innovation. Chapter 7 is devoted to a detaileddiscussionof thesekinds of knowledge.
Chapter 6 addresseswho will teachthe new knowledgeon which
modem generalismis basedand what to do in the absenceof a sufficient cadreof teachers.There is alwaysthe dangerthat new programs
will speakabout, for example,communicationskills, the importance
of psychosocialelements,and the place of the community but will
not teach them adequatelybecausewe lack adequateideasor teachers. It will be sad if the inadequaciesof the primary carephysicians
trained in theseprograms are taken as evidenceof the failure of the
underlying concept.It is a hazard for which we must be alert.
When examining any method of teaching,it is reasonableto ask
what are the fundamentalbeliefs on which it is basedand then seeif
the teaching method and content follow logically from the beliefs.
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Thus, if effective communication is consideredimportant, does the
teachingmethod merely emphasizethat point, asin thoseexercisesin
which a resident'sinteraction with a patient or family is videotaped
and then critiqued? Or, alternatively,arethe fundamentalsof effective
languageusetaught in recognition of the fact that in medicinewe are
most effective when our skills are basedon underlying basic knowledge,as is the casewith physical diagnosis,which is basedon anatomy and pathophysiology?How and where the knowledge base of
pimary careshould be taught is examinedin Chapter 6.
Much of the suggestedchangein education has focused on the
placeof training. It seemsclear that the traditional method of training physiciansprimarily on the wards of teaching hospitalsis inadequate.Many considerit essentialto provide primary care training in
an ambulatory setting such as an outpatient clinic, an office practice,
or in the community.8 Unquestionably, the problems presentedby
patients outside of the hospital are different from thoseof inpatients,
and different skills are necessaryfor their care. Furthermore, many
patients who previously required a hospital for their care or surgery
are now commonly treated outside the hospital. But there can be no
changein the direction of medicine without a concurrent changein
the training of doctors, so that their education prepares them for
their actual tasksin the careof patients.This goesfar beyond merely
changing their placeof training.9 Changing the placeof training also
changes the kinds of problems physicians face. In an outpatient
setting they will gain experience in the everyday issuesthat face
primary caredoctors. A number of writers about primary carepoint
out that knowing the frequency of diseasesin the populations that
family physiciansactually seeteachesus that patients often come to
doctors with symptoms but no disease.This is a reason to change
the emphasisfrom recognizing diseaseto understandingand ferreting out the biopsychosocialprocessthat leadsto the symptom. All
symptoms have causes,pathophysiology,and meaning.There is no
reasonto avoid training about seriousdiseasesevenif they are rare.
It would, for example,be an egregiousand probably fatal error for a
doctor to not recognizeand treat early meningococcemiabecauseit
is uncommon. On the other hand, musculoskeletaldisorders are
very common and, exceptfor the osteopathicschools,their recognition and treatment are generally inadequatelytaught to undergraduatesor residents.The underlying problem correctly addressedby the
stress on knowing the illness patterns of patient populations is the
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still too common belief that diseasesare more real than the patients
who have them. to

The goals of postgraduate training of generalists cannot be
adequatelymet by clinical training alone,no matter what the setting.
SYStematicinstruction in classroomsor seminars is necessaryto
solvethe problem of the conflict and lack of balancebetWeentrained
objectivity and trained subjectivity already discussed.I am well
aware that this idea is both unfashionableand repugnant to most
medical educators,but I believe we must reexamineit carefully. The
presentmethod of training was developedin Sir William Osler's era,
when Osler's objective (see his textbook) was to teach about the
actual presentationof diseaseand its variability among patients, as
well as the impaCt of this on the diagnosis.He and his colleagues
were wedded to the new ideal of sciencein medicine that was just
coming on the scene.The newly developedclinical laboratories~ere
jUStoff the wards of The Johns Hopkins Hospital, and they demonstrated the direct applicability of scienceto clinical medicine. Most
doctors ultimately did either medicine or surgery (or both), and
their teachersdid the thing they taught-they were practicing physicians.The lessonof Johns Hopkins was then introduced into practice. Osler's basic messageis now taken for granted, but it is
forgotten that his teaching method was in the serviceof an idea.The
necessaryskills of doctoring are now much more advanced,and new
methods of teaching mUSt be developed to meet the idea.
PoStgraduateinstruction must teach doctors to be their own instrument with such confidencein the discipline of their subjectivity that
it can compete with possibly conflicting images seen on films or
ideasembodiesin the numbers on a printout. Hands-on postgraduatetraining is no longer adequateto this task.
Primary care is not a unitary field. Family physicians, general
internists, and general pediatricians have different perspectives.
Family physicianshavea wider range of clinical skills and are more
concernedwith well persons.General internists are more concerned
with sick persons, and their knowledge has greater depth but less
breadth. General pediatricians are, by definition, interested in children and adolescents,and focus on growth and development. For
them, as for physiciansin the other fields of primary care medicine,
the patient has center stage.Despite their differences, these disciplines sharea fundamental concern with persons,sick or well. This
book discusseswhat is common to these different approachesto
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primary care and the kind of training requiredby all. Specialists
undoubtedly should also care more about their patients than about
their diseases,but appropriatechangesin their training are not under
the control of generalistsand will more likely comeabout after,
rather than before, primary care has demonstratedsuccessin training and clinical performance.
This book is written by an internist in the urban Northeast of the
United States.It bears the stamp of the context of its author's life
experience.In the currem intellectual climate, it is no longer possible
to claim that a set of ideas or the problems from which they arise
havetimelessor universal relevance;even the belief that conceptsof
molecular biology meet such standardswill not hold water. Instead,
one wants to seehow an author thinks about the problems he or she
raises.One alsowantsto seewhetherthe ideasandthe methodsof
thought are applicable or can be adapted to a different place and
time, and under different circumstances, becausethe organizing
thesishas wide applicability. For me, the central issueof this book is
that the care of patients,sick or well, has not beenadequatelyserved
by the high-technology specialty medicine from which we are
evolving or by the ideasabout patient care inherited from the past.
Clinicians havealwayshad to find methods to overcomethe inadequaciesof the medicine they were taught. Somesolutions areprivate
or even unspoken, while others are shared or published. Few clini-

cians,however,are fully or adequatelytrainedto takeadvantage
of
all that we havecome to understand about the stateof patienthood
and doctoring. Sometraining programsare ahead of others,and
some parts of the nation are (thus far) less afflicted by the current
profound changes in the organization of medical services than
others,but all of us havea long way to go. This book is in the service
of the journey to educateddoctoring.
The perspectivefrom which I write may disturb somebecauseof
my apparently single-minded concentration on the individual
patient and doctor and on their relationship. I believe one cannot
know any particular patient except through the relationship with
that patient-not any relationship, but the doctor-patient relationship.lt The impact of culture, society, community, or family on the
individual patient and illness is profound and omnipresent. These
constitute the social fabric of the patient, but their influence comes
about becausethey are instantiated within the person-within the
concepts and language, knowledge and beliefs, habits and social
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rules that direct behavior.Physiciansand other caregiversacknowledgethe importance of the social makeupof the patient for health or
illness by facilitating the flow of information from the patient to
them based on respect for persons and unfiltered through preconceptionsor prejudice.
When physicians are in the presenceof the patient, connected
through the relationship so that they can know the patient, they
bring to the experiencetheir knowledge of the social and personal
dimensions of the human condition that helps direct and interpret
the interaction. In order to understandthe individual, doctors must
know about the wider cultural and social milieu in which their
patients live. If doctors do not know, for example,that corporations
are currently downsizing, they will have difficulty understanding
the concernsof an apparently successfulmiddle manager.Similarly,
not to know about the Hasidic family Structureis not to understand
the dynamics of the Hasidic couple in the consulting room. The
saying that anything a doctor does or reads teachesmedicine is a
truism becauseit is true. Caution is required so that physiciansdo
not use this knowledge to create abstractionsthat would interfere
with their direct knowledge of the patient. Acting only on knowledgeof families in generalcan produce errors aseasily as acting only
on knowledge of pneumoniasin general.How knowledge of all the
aspectsof personhood is employed will vary, of course, with the
clinical problem-for example,the care of a dying patient or the
encouragementof a healthier lifestyle in a well one.
The concept of diseaseis omnipresent in this book, as it is
throughout medicine, so I should be explicit about what it meansto
me, especiallysince there are critics who believe I am still afflicted
by a nostalgic desire to hunt diseasesdown and trap them in their
lairs-which is partially true. When I seean acutely ill patient and I
want to know what's wrong, I think in diseaseterms-pneumonia,
idiopathic pleuropericarditis, diverticulitis with abscessformation,
appendicitis, and so on. They are helpful concepts that contain a
large amount of knowledge about etiology, course, prognosis, and
treatment. They are always in my mind anytime I hear a patient
relating symptoms, in person or on the telephone;they inform my
questions and my thoughts. I know that the most common reason
for not making the diagnosisof seriousdiseaseis the failure to think
about it (and not take an adequatehistory). In the chronically ill,
knowledge of diseaseis the organizing system for understanding
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some of what is happening to the patient, as well as, for example,
reading,listening to consultants,and keeping the experienceof years
in convenient categories.When I get the feeling that something is
wrong with a patient-and the feeling is not more explicit-ideas
about diseaseunderlie my diagnostic actions,conversationswith the
patient and family, schedulingof visits, and so on. I always knowby now in the marrow of my bones-that a diseaseis not an object.
a thing to be follnd; it is a processinextricably bollnd lip with the
unfolding story of this partiallar patient. I know that seeingdiseases
asprocessesallows me to tap into all the knowledgeof pathophysiology that I contain or can discover in the literature or elsewhere.I
alsoknow that this processis taking placealongsidethe processesof
the person and (asa shortcut) the context (including me). They exist
in relation to one another-person, pathophysiology,and contextand I am trying to discoverthe relationship so that I caninfluence its
course. These ideas of process and relationship constandy come
back to serve me as I try to understand all the statesof the human
condition to which I am privy. This way of seeing diseasesis
opposed to understandingthem as distinct and exclusivecategories,
in which the object of diagnosisis to find the categoryinto which a
patient fits (the way rheumatologistsused to carry on about which
kind of inflammatory arthritis a patient had) so that treatment can be
chosenon the basisof the category.Still, by the fact of my training,
processand relationship start with disease.
In clinical medicine, I believewe know as much about the interaction of pathophysiologyand persons,or personsthemselves,families, their relations to each other (and to doctors), and to social
groups as we knew about the body a 100 yearsago.Yet this knowledge is vital to clinical medicine. The following caseis illustrative.
Many years ago, before modern effective treatment for Hodgkin's
diseaseexisted, I took care of a young woman from agefourteen to
her death at age tWenty.By the standardsof that time, her care was
successful.She remained in school, maintained relationships, and
spentvery little time in the hospital or bedbound at home, although
at autopsy she was vinua1ly taken over by lymphoma. The effect of
her illness on the family, on the other hand, was devastating.Her
father subsequendy divorced her mother, survived hJs own
Hodgkin's disease,and then died in circumstancessuggestingthat
his daughter'sdeath was a precipitating causeof his death.There also
appearedto be profound, long-lasting, destructive effects on the
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subsequentlives of the patient's tWo siblings. The mother continues
to be devoted to the patient's memory, almost to the exclusion of
other interestS.Why the patient was ableto function so well despite
th!- extent of her diseaseand why thesethings happenedto her family remain mattersfor conjectUredespitetheir importance in the care
of thesepatients.I cite this caseto point out that primary caremedicine is not the end of an old medicine but a new direction in the
exploration of the human condition and its relationship to sickness-what clinical medicine hasalwaysbeenabout.
Primary care medicine will inevitably grow and flourish because
the roots of its emergencereachdeeply into medicine'shistOry.The
pace of changeand the quality of newly trained generalistsare in
question. Changesin the health care system going on in the public
and private sectorswill have a crucial role in this evolution. If new
systems treat physicians as the solution rather than the problem,
rising morale will help spread new ideas. By contrast, health care
changesbased on older, simplistic views of primary care and the
absenceof educationalsuppon will slow the diffusion process.The
agendaof the managedcare organizations sweeping the country is
impressingitself on the form of medical practice for good or for ill.
It is too soon to know what will ultimately happen,but when I am
askedwhether physicianscan meet the standardsof practice implied
in this book in a fifteen-minute visit, I think that is the wrong question. I believe that the medicine described here should be more
effective in terms of patient well-being and satisfaction, as well as
being cost-effective.The fiheen-minute visit is hardly the appropriate criterion. At present, the form and content of doctor visits and
the promulgation of practice guidelinesare ohen determined by cost
control basedon motives other than the best interestsof the patient.
From this perspective,the physician'sact and physiciansthemselves
can be seen as interchangeablecommodities in a marketplace. I
worry that this will result in a ..dumbing-down» of physicians'
education, reversing the major trend in medical education of this
centUry.There are many obstaclesto be overcome,so primary care
medicine as envisionedin this book will probably not begin to truly
flourish for a decade or more, and the numbers of new training
programs will be insufficient. But this is an old profession, and ten
yearsis not a very long rime. In a nurtUring environment of academic, political, and social interests, new teachersand programs will
spring up. In a medical world of struggle between the old and the
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new, between a basic concern for the patient versus an interest in
profit-which is the most likely scenario-fundamental interest in
the care of the patient, the successof new ideas that bring better
patient outcomes, and the lower cost of this medicine
will gradually force change,cultivate teachers,and bring increasing
numbers of StUdentsand physicians into the ranks of modern
primary caremedicine.

